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	Textfeld 5: Do University Hospitals perfom better and with less variability compared to General Hospitals? Some evidence from Italy.
	Textfeld 6: University Hospitals (UHs) are characterized by a specific mission that includes beside inpatient care also research and teaching activities. There is a large international debate concerning if this different role in the healthcare system plays a significant differential impact on efficacy and efficiency compared to general hospitals. The international literature in this field encompasses several studies including different methods of analysis and different measures but without reaching straightforward evidences for differences in performance and outcomes between UHs and General Hospitals (Local Health Authorities – LHAs - in Italy) (see, among others, Ayanian and Weissman 2002, Papanikolaou 2006). With reference to the Italian context, detailed studies are lacking on this topic. Performance indicators collected from the Inter-Regional Performance Evaluation System (IRPES) (Nuti and Seghieri 2014) and  outcomes indicators from the italian National Outcome Evaluation Programme allowed us to carry out a first analysis.
	Textfeld 7: Aims of this research work was twofold: 1) to investigate if the University status of the hospital is related with better results in terms of performance and outcomes compared to Genaral Hospitals and 2) to investigate how variation affects both groups of Hospitals. 
	Textfeld 8: A variance component model and the Mann – Whitney U test have been performed to assess differences within and between UH and LHA hospitals. 
	Textfeld 9: The results have shown that University Hospitals do not behave as a cluster and that in general the teaching status is not related to significant differences with respect to LHA hospitals. In particular, there is evidence for both significant better and worse results depending on the specific selected indicator. Furthermore, for some measures variation among University Hospitals is larger than the one among the LHA hospitals.  
	Textfeld 10: The specific mission and organization of the University Hospitals and the stronger professional bureaucracy with respect to General Hospitals seem to lead to a larger variation among the group of UHs analysed comparing to the group of LHAs. To reduce results variation and improve performance among these University Hospitals policy makers should sharply use the reputational lever through benchmarking, public disclosure and a consistent peer review sharing process with the professionals.
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